Intro
"Rosstroytech" is a group of industrial companies manufacturing weld machines,
equipment for reinforced concrete plants and metal processing systems.
"Rosstroytech" is a leading Russian manufacturer of serial and custom automatic welding
machines, equipment for production and resale of wire & rebar processing products, as well as
concrete product plants. Supply geography covers all of Russia, CIS countries, Baltic countries
and Far East region. "Rosstroytech" machines & equipment are universally fit into the business
and production infrastructure of any enterprise manufacturing products from wire and
reinforcement steel, as well as enterprises of the construction industry through a combination of
ergonomics, functionality and design. The annual production output is over 300 pieces of
machinery and equipment. Qualified staff totals more than 120 people.
"Rosstroytech" is specialized in the following areas: a high-tech welding equipment (multi spot
resistance welding, 3D fence production, masonry mesh, reinforcement flat cages & frames,
etc.), complex upgrade of concrete product plants (design and renovation, modernization and
scaling), production of reinforcement processing machines and concrete forming equipment, as
well as ready-made business solutions "turnkey" (production piles, production line of hollow
core slabs, etc.).
"Rosstroytech" has one the largest industrial base and capacities for design and construction of
modern factories, production of building materials technology. Total production areas exceed
3,000 square meters. Application of the latest innovations and technologies, branded
components, advanced methods of automated assembly and highly qualified department of
industrial design provide high quality machinery products. The combination of effective project
management, quality assurance, assembly equipment and strong manufacturing base provide a
clear willingness of products in a timely manner.
Main advantages of "Rosstroytech" are: full production cycle, high operational reliability, fast
and intuitive setup of equipment, efficient aftersale service & support.
"Rosstroytech" extends the sphere of influence in specialization and chooses new trends in
construction, welding machinery, building materials and consumer goods. Our results are in
successful integrated supplies of machines & equipment for Russia and CIS countries. We are
growing up every year, benefiting the state and society, namely: creating new jobs, producing
advanced equipment and improving the welfare of people.

WELDING EQUIPMENT
One spot welding machine MTR series

Compact cooling system (closed circuit) of the
transformer welding machine;
Built-in noise reduction system;
Adjustable stroke of the electrode;
Schneider Electric, Camozzi components.

Features
MTR series machines are designed for welding a wide
range of wires and rebar, flat cages & frames.
MTR series combines compac design, easy setup and
flawless welding quality.

Specifications

WELDING
MACHINES
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Manual welding machine RL series for masonry mesh
Features
Manual welding machine RL series is designed for welded
masonry mesh production. RL series machine is low-cost
& simple operating, compared to the automatic multi spot
welding machines. Using the manual welding line allows you
quickly and efficiently to start the welded wire mesh production.
"Rosstroytech" offers the machine welding the wire (bars)
diameter from 3 to 6 mm. Efficient start up of welded mesh
production is the main business idea.
Simple & intuitive design of the machine allows to control it
on the fly! The original configuration provides less price
compared to the automatic welding multi spot machines.
Rosstroytech manual welding machine enables quick and
efficient welded mesh production. Technical characteristics
of the equipment provides welding of flat cages with open
spaces, custom welded meshes manufacture, and custom
dimensions mesh. The steps are smoothly adjustment only in
cross direction in standard configuration (line wire adjustment
available optionally).
RL fence 3D edition
The special edition of RL series is designed for fence panels
production. RL fence edition is equipped with servo pull
mechanism for weld mesh which allows variable pitch between
the cross bars and smooth diagonals.

Specifications
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Manual welding machine RLT series for heavy rebar mesh
Features
Manual welding machine RLT series for the rebar mesh
production, diameter up to 16 mm. RLT series is the advanced
modification of RL series.
New system of guide bushing allows a variable pitch and overall
capabilities for welding flat cages with spaces, custom welded
mesh manufacture, and custom dimensions mesh. The pitch
dimensions are smoothly adjusted in both the line and cross
direction with an accuracy 1mm.
Movable bottom busbar (reducing wear and tear);
Powerful pneumatic cylinders (in a clip and line displacement
mechanism);
Powerful transformers.

Specifications
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Manual multi spot welding machine RLM series
Features
Manual multi spot welding machine RLM series is designed for
efficient start up of welded masonry mesh production with
excellent value for high performance and low cost. Automated
welding unit performs 20 welds at once (20 heads), it means
that cross bars are welded for 1 cycle.

Movable guide bushings for line wire allows a variable pitch
of mesh (basic version);
Compact cooling system (closed / flow-type) for the
transformer of welding machine (optional);
Low-cost full set of equipment for the average output volumes.

Specifications
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Semi-automatic welding machine WP series
Packaging unit
Packaging unit removes the welded mesh from the welding
machine. The ready panels drop off in a stack when the welding
is complete. If necessary, the unit can be equipped with
manipulator, and turn over every second mesh.

How it works
Operator sets up the desired technical parameters via control
panel, and makes general adjustments of the machine before
welding. Semi-automatic machine requires line and cross
pre-cutted wire. Using straightening & cutting unit the operator
prepare appropriate size bars in advance. The line bars are
loaded manually through line feed unit. The cross bars are
loaded to bunker. Feeder throws off the cross bars one-by-one
from the bunker into welding zone automatically. Welding in
place of intersections is performed simultaneously.

Features
Semi-automatic multi spot welding machine WP series has
a great performance, about 5 tons output per shift, and
inspired competitive characteristics. WP series machines
provide average production volumes of various diameters
wire mesh, intended for own use and sale.
The standard version of WP series is equipped with
the cross bars feeder bunker. To improve performance
additional modules such as feeder of line bars, hydraulic
mesh scissors, and packaging unit are available.
Line feeder unit
The unit allows loading new bars during the actual process
of welding mesh, reducing downtime & increasing
the productivity 1.5-2 times average. Operator loading the
line bars manually into the individual guide bushing.
The frame moves the line bars to the welding zone.
The sensors totally exclude the possibility of defective mesh
manufacturing.
Line transfer unit
Line transfer module within the welding zone allows making
a mesh with variable pitch. Moving the mesh strictly forward
by rack provides an ideal rectangular shape dimensions.

Specifications
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Semi-automatic welding machine for 3D fence panels
"Rosstroytech" has developed a unique design of the multi spot
welding mesh machines equal the technical characteristics
of leading manufacturers such as Clifford, Schnell, AWM
machinery. Electronic control includes Delta Electronics®,
Finder® components. Pneumatics and motor reductors by
Camozzi® and Tramec® respectively. Polymeric stage includes
the following equipment: heat treatment chamber, powder
coating chamber, transport system, sputtering equipment.
Fence 3D panels are suitable for enclosing of residential,
municipal institutions such as kindergartens, schools and
sports fields, factories and industrial sites.

Features
Fence 3D panels are based on welded mesh sections
and reinforcing ribs. In fact, fence manufacturing process
consists of 4 of 5 mm diameter wire mesh production,
bending stage to raise the finished product's strength
& rigidity, and also either galvanization or powder coverage
design. "Rosstroytech" has developed a ready set of
equipment "Fence" turnkey for small business.
"Fence" turnkey consists of a high performance automatic
or semi-automatic welding machines and integrated (or
stand alone) hydraulic ribs shaper. Welded mesh is placed
in hydraulic V-shape ribs to increase strength of welded
mesh sections. The number of ribs varies depending the
fence height. Finished fence section is ready for powder
polymeric coating. It is based on electrostatic adhesion
of powder paint particles to surface, and further
polymerisation of the powder coating in the heat treatment
chamber. Finally, coated panels are installed between
two posts of a rectangular profile using special clips
(intermediate, corner and initial/final clips).

Specifications
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Automatic welding machine WPA series
How it works
Operator sets up the desired technical parameters via control
panel, and makes general adjustments of the machine before
welding. Automatic machine requires line wire from coils. Line
wires are inserted through the pre-straightening roller blocks and
collet mechanism. The collet mechanism moves the line wires to
the welding unit. Using straightening & cutting machine the
operator prepare appropriate size cross bars in advance.
The cross bars are loaded to bunker. Feeder throws off the cross
bars one-by-one from the bunker into welding zone automatically.
Multi spot welding in place of intersections is performed
simultaneously.

Features
Automatic multi spot welding machine WPA series has a line
wire coils and cross bars feeder, improved performance about
6.5 tons per shift. WPA series machine is designed for mass
regular mesh production of various diameter for sale and
construction industry. WPA series require more space for full
production cycle in comparison with compact WP series.
WPA series combines the advantages of WP and WL machines.
WPA welding unit based on several pairs of electrodes (heads)
that allow changing the pitch dimensions of the line bars without
changeover welding busbar system. WPA machine is the best
solution to save up to 15% costs when the production output
depends on regular mesh various diameter of wire.
Pre-straightening unit
Preliminary straightening of line wire is performed in two
dimensions by rollers system installed in the units. Each unit is
customized for appropriate line wire individually. The system
is equipped by collet feeders of the line wire and allows the
welding of specified pitch dimensions precisely.
Mesh scissors
Specially made for cross cutting of the mesh of a specified length.
Configuration of the positions is made via control panel.
The scissors are pneumatic driven.
Packaging unit
Packaging unit removes the welded mesh from the welding
machine. The ready panels drop off in a stack when the welding
is complete. If necessary, the unit can be equipped with
manipulator, and turn over every second mesh.

Specifications
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Automatic welding machine WL series
Pre-straightening unit
Preliminary straightening of line wire is performed in two
dimensions by rollers system installed in the units. Each unit is
customized individually for appropriate line wire.
Mesh scissors
Specially made for cross cutting of the mesh of a specified length.
Configuration of the positions is made via control panel.
The scissors are pneumatic driven.
Packaging unit
Packaging unit removes the welded mesh from the welding
machine. The ready panels drop off in a stack when the welding
is complete. If necessary, the unit can be equipped with
manipulator, and turn over every second mesh.

How it works
Features
Full automatic multi spot welding machine WL series has
a line and cross wire coils, high-speed performance about
6.5 tons per shift. WL series machine is designed for mass
regular mesh production, and oriented for large mesh
manufacturers. WL series require more space for full
production cycle in comparison with compact WP series.
WL series require a feedstock for continuous production
output.
WL series are based on innovate welding. The current version
of welding unit combines several pairs (heads) of electrodes
that allow changing the pitch dimensions of the line bars
without changeover welding busbar system. The process
is virtually confined to change program settings via the control
panel and the loading wire in the desired line feeder. Fast
& simple adjustment option provides advantage for the
concrete industry; the machine’s settings could be changed
several times a day!
Coils system
Multirow coil holders allow to replace the coil without stopping
the production process.
Loop accumulator
Loop accumulator creating a loop before the cutting and
feeding for smooth uncoil, reduces wear and tear of the
components, significantly increases the welding line
performance.

Specifications

Operator sets up the desired technical parameters via control
panel, and makes general adjustments of the machine before
welding. Automatic machine requires line and cross wires from
coils. Operator connects the line and cross wires from coils to
the machine. Line wires are inserted through the pre-straightening
rollers block and collet mechanism. The collet mechanism moves
the line wires to the welding unit. Actually, the cross wire is
straightened just before welding. Cutting unit makes the bars
of specified size, and feeder passes it to the welding zone.
Welding in place of intersections is performed simultaneously.
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Automatic welding machine WL series. Compact edition
Mesh scissors
Specially made for cross cutting of the mesh of a specified
length. Configuration of the positions is made via control panel.
The scissors are pneumatic driven.
Packaging unit
Packaging unit removes the welded mesh from the welding
machine. The ready panels drop off in a stack when the
welding is complete. If necessary, the unit can be equipped with
manipulator, and turn over every second mesh.

How it works
Features
Special edition of automatic multi spot welding machine
WL Compact has a line and cross wire built-in straightening
& cutting units, bobbins holder system, high-speed
performance about 6.5 tons per shift. WL Compact is
designed for mass regular mesh production, and oriented
for large mesh manufacturers. WL Compact dramatically
decrease in space for full production cycle in comparison
with standard WL series.
WL series are based on innovate welding. The current
version welding unit combines several pairs of electrodes
that allow changing the pitch dimensions of the line bars
without changeover welding busbar system. Using the
special copper bulkhead for changeover the distance
between line wires allow saving time up to 60 minutes.
The process is virtually confined to change program settings
via the control panel and the loading wire in the desired
line feeder. Fast & simple adjustment option provides
advantage for the concrete industry; the machine’s settings
could be changed several times a day!
Pre-straightening unit
Preliminary straightening of line wire is performed in two
dimensions by rollers system installed in the units. Each unit
is customized individually for appropriate line wire. The system
is equipped by collet feeders of the line wire and allows the
welding of specified pitch dimensions precisely.
Bobbins system
Multirow bobbin holders allow to replace the bobbin without
stopping the production process.

Specifications

Use the rewinder machine to prepare bobbins of wire in advance.
Install the bobbins to multi-level unwinding system using the
lifting apparatus.
Operator sets up the desired technical parameters via control
panel, and makes general adjustments of the machine before
welding. Operator connects the line and cross wires from
bobbins and coils to the machine. Line wires from bobbins
system are inserted through the pre-straightening roller blocks
and collet mechanism. The collet mechanism moves the line
wires to the welding unit. The cross wire is straightened just
before welding. Built-in cutting unit makes the bars of specified
size, and feeder passes it to the welding zone. Welding in place
of intersections is performed automatically & simultaneously.
Automation allows making scalable production output for
building & construction industry on demand.
Mesh scissors cuts the mesh of a specified length. The mesh of
appropriate dimensions is moved to packaging unit.
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Automatic welding machine WF series for heavy rebar mesh

Features
WF series multi spot welding machine is designed for heavy
mesh wire production diameter from 4 to 12 mm. High efficiency
of WF series machine allows to produce up to 29 tons per shift
of reinforcing mesh in bulk.
Welding unit of WFseries available in 2 versions: manual roller
feed module equipped or automatic feeder of cross bars bunker.
WF series have a remote control & packaging unit for mesh by
default, longlife welding electrodes are made of a special alloy
based on titanium carbide. Special version of WF machine
configuration for reinforced steel of high diameter on request
only.
Line transfer unit
Line transfer module within the welding zone allows making
a mesh with variable pitch. Servodrive is moving the mesh
strictly forward by rack provides an ideal rectangular shape
dimensions.
Packaging unit
Packaging unit removes the welded mesh from the welding
machine. The ready panels drop off in a stack when the
welding is complete.

Specifications
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Semi-automatic welding machine WPD series

Features
Step welding machine is designed for heavy flat cages
production. Flat reinforcement cages used in various precast
concrete products of the construction and concrete industry.
Reinforcement cages are irreplaceable in monolithic
construction and various building projects which allows to cut
expenses and minimize terms of delivery of objects in
operation. In addition, step welding machine provides a high
quality of welded frames satisfying contemporary building
requirements.

Specifications
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Semi-automatic welding machine WPK series

Features
"Rosstroytech" priority is a design and manufacture of
non-standard custom welding equipment on the customer's
requirements. Welding machines for consumer products, as,
for example, baskets or trolleys for supermarkets, shelves
and cages are made of a various diameters wire.
The production process of welded consumer products requires
high precision geometry design. "Rosstroytech" offers a special
welding machine in a jig. The bars are loaded in jig frame and
fixed, then automatically fed into the welding unit. Such welding
machines editions are limited or custom made. Anyway,
welding machine in a jig based of semi-automatic ones.

Specifications

Straightening & cutting machine CTU-70/3-6

Features
Straightening and cutting machine automatically unwinds
wire from the coil and cut the bars to size. "Rosstroytech"
straightening and cutting machine with roller-type rotor
straightening technology and multiple cross-flexible bending
the wire in spinnerets. Wire feeding unit is driven by rollers.
The "intelligent" length check provides automatic adjustments
when changing the length of the cut bars. Set up once,
the machine is stable enough, and cuts the rods with good
precision. The cut device is a pneumatic driven.
The most wearing parts (knives, dies) are made of special
hard alloy tungsten-cobalt.
Electronic control includes Schneider electric® components.
Pneumatics and motor reductors by Camozzi®.
Straightening and cutting equipment set includes: straightening
and cutting machine, coil holder, control unit, bar collecting
bench, 3 m.

Specifications

WIRE
PROCESSING
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Straightening & cutting machine CTU-60/6-12
Features
Straightening and cutting machine automatically unwinds
reinforcing steel from the coil and cut the bars to size.
"Rosstroytech's" straightening and cutting machine with
roller-type rotor straightening technology and multiple
cross-flexible bending the reinforcing steel in spinnerets.
Wire feeding unit is driven by rollers. The "intelligent" length
check provides automatic adjustments when changing the
length of the cut bars. Set up once, the machine is stable
enough, and cuts the rods with good precision. The cut
device is a hydraulic driven.
The most wearing parts (knives, dies) made of special hard
alloy tungsten-cobalt.
Electronic control includes Schneider electric® components.
Pneumatics and motor reductors by Camozzi®.
Straightening and cutting equipment set includes: straightening
and cutting machine, oil station, coil holder, control unit, bar
collecting bench, 6 m.

Specifications
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Wire rewinders
Features
Rewinder wire machine with gear is designed to rewind wire
from the coil on a bobbin up to 150 kg weight. Rewinder is
used for wire processing, for example, bobbins holder system
for automatic welding, retail sales, etc.
remote control allows to set desired weight;
measuring device provides accurate wire weight
measurement;
accurate formation of wire bobbins on a removable reel;
detachable and collapsible reel.
Rewinder set of equipment includes: rewinder machine, control
unit, bobbin, coil holder.

Specifications

Pile cage welding machine WS series
Automated loading of the longitudinal rebar;
Pneumatic clamp of longitudinal rebar;
Automatic unloading of the finished cage;
Automatic adjustment of the welding mode;
Stepless adjustment of cage winding speed;
Stepless adjustment of wire winding pitch;
Stepless adjustment of welding time depending
on electric current capacity;
Winding wire diameter from 4 mm;

Features
WS series pile cage welding machines are designed for
reinforcement square pile and cage production. WS series
technology is based on the winding of a continuous uncoiled
wire spiral around the longitudinal rebars while the welding
heads moves along the wire.
WS series is a professional cage welding machinery, and has
no analogues in Russia.
WS series based on the latest technology and electronic
components, pneumatics, bearings, geared motors of world
famous brands. All innovations have a positive impact on
reliability, performance and quality framework products.

Benefits
Quick changeover;
Welding wheel divided into sectors of a composite based
on Cu, TiC, TiO2;
Trapezoidal pile cages manufacturing also available;
Complete system reports of machine functioning;
Self-contained cooling system.

Specifications

Synchronized drive carriage and faceplate provide
exceptional geometric accuracy thanks to the
"electronic shaft" by “Omron” company (Japan).

PILE & CAGE
MACHINES
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Assembly of reinforcement flat cages & frames
Features
3D assembly machine is designed for assembly and welding
of 3D reinforcement cages for concrete products, for example,
sandwich panel frames.
Vertical 3D assembly machine for welding reinforcement
cages consists of: actuator driven base frame with a lifting jig,
welding tongs outboard (or arc welding machine) with vertical
and horizontal adjustment, pit.
Vertical 3D assembly machine is available in various
configuration: single side, double side, single welding tongs,
double welding tongs..

Spirals winding machine for precast pillars
Features
Spiral winding machine double sided (2 spools square or
trapezoidal, various diameters) is designed for frames
assembly in manufacturing of prestressed concrete products,
concrete piles and pillars.

Specifications

EQUIPMENT FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE
Concrete spreader

Features
The gantry bunker off-loads concrete mix into the mould and
brings to uniform surface in the molding of hollow core slabs,
and single layer concrete products up to 2 meters width also.
Drive system consists of two-speed motor, reducer, brake and
two chain drives. The drive of the feeder consists of motor,
reducer, gear and sprocket-chain system.
The bunker is made of welded steel sheet. The trunnion
bearings of the valve are attached at the bottom side. The inner
surface is coated with polypropylene. When using the adjustable
walls inside the bunker the operational width is changing.
The feeder is suspended by bunkers and consists of frame,
drive and tension cylinders and conveyor belt. The drive cylinder
is activated by sprocket-chain system, torque from the drive
of the feeder is transferred to the drive cylinder.
Dispensing device is installed under the feeder. The position
of the dispensing device is adjustable depending on the
thickness of formed concrete mix. Bunker discharge port is
overlapped by pneumatic valve, which is powered by
compressed air system of suspended sleeves of workshop.

CONCRETE
FORMING
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Hollow core slabs
Features
"Rosstroytech" provides complete "turnkey" set of equipment
for hollow core slabs production based on aggregate-flow
technology.
Hollow core slabs are designed for use in small and large
panel, precast-monolithic frame housing construction.
Basic configuration of hollow core slabs production line
dimensions up to 1.5 m. width and 9 m length consists of:
concrete spreader, forming blockouts, set of high frequency
vibrators (quantity depends on the moulding length), vibrating
plate compactors.

Moulding machine
Features
Moulding machine is used for hollow cores formation in concrete
slabs at discharging and compaction of the concrete mix.

Specifications
The dimensions of the manufactured panels:
length, mm: up to 6280
width, mm: up to 1490 mm
height, mm: up to 220
Max. extraction force of the inserts, N: 69000
Extraction speed inserts, km/h: 0,17
Working stroke, mm: 7200
Installed capacity, kW: 15,2
Nominal voltage, V: 380
Dimensions:
length, mm: 11440
width, mm: 2510
height, mm: 880
Weight, kg 5400
Spare parts for moulding machine
The bearing housing
Cover
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Vibrating system
Features
Rosstroytech vibration stations are used for the compaction
of concrete. The vibrators are perfectly arranged under the
pallet. Vibrators consist of a strong steel case and one metal
eccentric shaft rotating inside.
The motor provides a high frequency vibration and high surface
quality concrete products by transmission of rotation shaft via
pulleys and V-belt transmission directly.

Specifications

CONCRETE
TRANSPORTING
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Concrete transport cart

Features
Concrete cart (transfer bunker) is designed to supply concrete
mix from mixing plant to the molding positions bunker, concrete
operating thickness is up to 8 cm.

Specifications

Concrete transport bucket
Features
Concrete mix targeted system performs a bridge for the
automatic concrete supply using shuttles of ready-mix for
concrete distributors as well as for concrete extruders and
concrete slip formers.
Remote controlled bucket initiates the following commands:
forwards, backwards, preliminary targeted number of the post.
Concrete discharging made with the remote control of discharge
post. Remote control of discharge post initiates the following
commands: unload and stop.
The bucket is equipped with two electric vibrators for fast
cleaning capacity during unloading.
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Concrete transfer bucket
Features
Concrete transfer bucket with radio-controlled actuator of
two-leaf gate.
The model is available in two versions: mains powering drive
in place of the forming and loading of the bunker, battery
powering drive.

Specifications
Max. cement loading, m3: 2.0
Total weight, kg: 1100
Voltage / battery, V: 200.
Capacity, kW: 2.2
Dimensions, mm: 1825x1490x3323

Concrete transport cart with two-leaf gate
Features
Two-leaf gate concrete cart with hydraulic drive is designed
to supply of ready-mix from mixing plant to the concrete
distributors bunker, further on molding position.
Nominal volume 2.5 m3.
Advantages:
Improved shutter mechanism prevents the loss of concrete
at the supply.
Module speed up to 2.5 m/s, complex path movement is
achieved by drive mechanism.
Noise-free, wear-resistant polyurethane wheels of cart.

Specifications

CONCRETE
MIXING
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Concrete mixing mobile plant
Features
Concrete mixing mini plant solution for small and medium
business is used directly on construction sites and industries,
environmental improvement of the city, construction of houses,
cottages and holiday villages. "Turnkey" constructive features
provide concrete production for sale and construction in short
term.
"Rosstroytech" mini concrete batching plant advantages:

Compact model, working space efficient dimensions. Installed
without foundations, but the construction podium is enough;
Ready mixing mini plant to transport in a wagon or container;
Easy installation and assembly, without commissioning and
start-up;
Eight hours relocation time to a new construction sites;
Winter container for year-round work available;
Complete set of equipment with heavy duty mixers;
Convenient indoor control unit of mini plant.
Basic set of concrete mixing plant equipment includes:
concrete mixer with hoist and skip; metering; cement batcher;
water dispenser; control panel located in the operator cabin.

Prestressed reinforcement anchering machine
Features
Anchoring machine is designed for prestressed concrete
structures manufacturing, dead-end anchors formation by
electric resistance welding technology. Table moving
mechanism allows to operate the reinforcement different length.

Specifications

Prestressed reinforcement tensioning machine
Features
Machine is designed for reinforcement tensioning by heating
method, which used in prestressed concrete products
manufacture as hollow core slabs, piles and pillars.

Specifications

REINFORCEMENT
PROCESSING
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